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Investigation of the possibilities of trailing edge shock waves intensity 
reduction by means of the edge geometry modification 

~DOERFFER (GDA~SK) 

METHODS of transonic turbine blade shock waves weakening are proposed. A theoretical analy
sis of the methods based on an ideal gas model shows them to be effective. The analysis is 
carried out for a single trailing edge. The use of simple theoretical model requires an experi
mental verification. Theoretical and experimental results show good agreement except for the 
nearest vicinty of the edge. This allows for considering the method to be effective and justifies 
further investigation in cascade application. 

Zaproponowano metody oslabienia intensywnoSci. splywowych fat uderzeniowych za tran
soniczn'l lopatk'l turbinow'l. teoretyczna analiza tych metod oparta na modelu plynu ·ideal
nego wykazala ich efektywnosc. Analiza zostala przeprowadzona dla pojedynczej kraw~dzi. 
Zastosowanie prostego modelu teoretycznego stwarza koniecznosc eksperymentalnej weryfi
kacji. Uzyskano du4 zgodnosc wynik6w teoretycznych i eksperymentalnych z wyl'lczeniem 
obszaru bezposredniego SClSiedztwa kraw~dzi. Pozwala to uznac zaproponowan'l metod~ za 
efektywn'l i uzasadnia przyst'lpienie do dalszych badan w zastosowaniu do palisad lopatkowych. 

llpe,l.l;JIO>KeHbl MeTO,l.l;bl OCJia6JieHHH HHTeHCHBHOCTH CllJibiBaiOI.l.lHX y,l.l;apHbiX BOJIH 3a CBepX3By
I<OBOH Typ6,HHHoH: JionaTI<oH:. TeopeTuqecJ<H:H aHaJIH3 3THX MeTo.rtoB oCHosaH Ha Mo.rteJIH H.rteaJib
HoH: >KH,l.l;I<OCTH BbiHBHJI HX 3<f><f>eJ<THBHOCTb • .AHaJIH3 6biJI npOH3Be,l.l;eH ,l.l;JIH O,l.l;HOrO pe6pa 
JIOnaTI<H. llpHMeHeHHe npOCTOH TeopeTHqecJ<OH MO,l.l;eJIH C03,l.l;aeT Heo6XO,l.l;HMOCTb 3I<CIIepH
MeHTaJibHOH nposepi<H. IloeyqeHo 6oJILmoe cosna.rteHue TeopeTHqeCI<HX H 3I<cnepHMeHTaJib
HhiX pe3yJILTaToB 3a HCJ<JIIOqeHHeM o6JiaCTH Henocpe.rtcrseHHoro coce.rtcrsa pe6pa. 3To no3-
BOJIHeT c~aTh npe.rtJIO>KeHHbiH MeTO.rt 3<l><f>ei<THBHhiM H o6ocHOBLIBaeT .rtaJILHeH:IIIHe HCCJie
.rtosaHHH npHMeHHTeJibHO I< J<aCJ<a,l.l;HbiM CHCTeMaM. 

1. Introduction 

STREAM flow through a fluid flow machinery channels is always connected, with energy 
loss. This is due to nonuniformity of stream resulting from stream turbulence and the 
existence of intense energy loss areas. In the case of cascade flow the areas of intense energy 
loss which contribute to so-called profile loss are: 

boundary layer on profile, 
wake behind profile, 
shock waves in the case of transonic flow. 
Literature data [I, 2] on transonic cascade flow show that energy loss connected with 

the existence of shock waves is at least of the same order of magnitudes as frictional loss 
even for not very high exit Mach numbers. This accounts for interest in the possibilities 
of loss reduction by weakening shock waves. 
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2. Theoretical analysis 

To find a way to reduce shock wave intensity, the theoretical analysis of flow round 
a trailing edge is needed. This is a very difficult problem from the theoretical point of 
view because near wake in supersonic stream consists of subsonic and supersonic regions 
and in the case of turbine blade trailing edge the flow is unsymmetrical and the boundary 
layers on the edge are turbulent. This complex problem has not been solved yet (no ref
erence known) except for symmetrical flow with laminar boundary layers on the edge. 
Regarding this fact, the theoretical analysis presented in this work was conducted on the 
basis of an ideal gas model. This is a serious simplification but allows to analyse shock 
waves loss using a not too complicated mathematical theory. Consequently, experimental 
verification of the theoretical results is needed. 

To simplify the problem the flow of two uniform streams of different Mach numbers 
around a single trailing edge was investigated. Figure 1 shows the topography of such 
a flow. A rectangular edge was used to avoid problems of separation point searching. 
Just behind the trailing edge there is a dead flow area bounded by streamlines of separated 
streams. On each corner of the trailing edge an expansion wave is generated and on the 
dead flow area apex shock waves are created. Shock waves interfere with expansion waves 
and, in consequence, the first is weakened to disappear on the pressure side and only 
partly weakened on the suction side. 

Y[cm] 

/ 

zo x[cm] 

Terminal oF .shock 
wave weakening 

FIG. 1. Flow topography. 

The intensity of the generated shock waves is directly connected with the stream de
flection angle at the dead flow area apex. This angle depends on the flow area geometry. 

· On the other hand this geometry results from the base pressure value. The higher the 
base pressure value is, the longer the dead flow area and the smaller the deflection angle. 
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The base pressure value cannot be calculated on the basis of an ideal gas model. Hence 
for theoretical analysis this value was taken from literature [6]. 

If shock wave intensity is to be lowered, the stream deflection angle must be reduced. 
This can be achieved by adding to the trailing edge a wedge which is longer than the dead 
flow area (Fig. 2). From the point of view of energy loss reduction it is important that 
the flow of round wedge be symmetrical [8]. This can be done. by representing the wedge 
geometry by means of the base pressure value. 

M1 ... 
Wedge 

Shock wave 

M2 Shock wave 

FIG. 2. Trailing edge modification. 

The flow with a wedge-shaped trailing edge is characterized by having the first segment 
of the shock wave (between the dead flow area apex and the starting point of shock 
wave-expansion wave interaction) of constant intensity and this is the highest intensity 
along a shock wave. Another possibility of loss reduction is eliminating this shock wave 
segment. This can be done by trailing edge wall curving. Then the expansion wave source 
is extended on tne whole wall and penetrates the shock wave right from its beginning. 

The effectiveness of these two methods of trailing edge modification was the subject 
of numerical analysis. The most important results for the exit Mach number M = 1.5 
on the pressure side and M = 2.0 on the suction side are shown in Fig. 3. This shows the 
relation of the efficiency against the stream width parameter. 

Flow efficiency for total stream width t = GR1+GR2+H is defined as follows: 

G1 V' [ GR1 ] ~ [ GR1 ] 
Gl "'f GR1 'Y/t 1 + "'f GR2 'Y/t 2 

'YJ = -----------------------------G1 
G2 + 1 

where G is mass flux, GR-- stream width before the· edge, H-- trailing edge thickness, 
and the subscripts: 1 -- stands for pressure side, 2- stands for suction side, i is the 
shock wave segment number. 
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FIG. 3. Flow efficiency for different geometry trailing edges, PO- total pressure, P2- suction side press
ure, P3- pressure behind a trailing edge, Pb"- base pressure from literature, BBC-136, BBC-142, 

13K.215- transonic turbine blades for which H/t value is given for comparison. 

Each curve is for a different base pressure value, hence for different trailing edge shape. 
When H ft = 0, this means that we come up to the case of flow with an infinitely thin 
trailing edge. That explains why for Hft = 0 all curves achieve the same efficiency value 
of flow with a thin edge. 

The lowest curve refers to flow round a rectangular edge with base pressure taken 
from literature. The change of pressure up to the value of suction side pressure P2 (when 
the suction side wall is flat to the trailing edge apex) causes an intense efficiency rise up 
to the value which is very close to flow efficiency with a thin edge. The use of a curved 
edge wall (here it is circular), for the same base pr~ssure as for the wedge-like edge, causes 
a noticeable efficiency rise especially in the area where the wedge curve flattens. 

The highest curve indicates that by rising base pressure it is even possible to achieve 
an efficiency higher than for the thin edge. 

The method of trailing edge modification presented here is theoretically unlimited 
and involves still longer trailing edges. The limitation is of a constructional and techno
logical nature. Figure 4 shows the relation of flow efficiency against trailing edge length 
related to its thickness. Additionally the pressure determining edge shape is given. Wedge
-like edges giving the same efficiency results as curved wall edges are much shorter. When 
a wedge-like edge with a flat suction side wall is employed, an intense efficiency rise is 
obtained, but the wedge length is only twice as long as the dead flow area. Lengthening 
the wedge farther would be far less effective, considering the high efficiency value already 
reached. 

In the case of curved wall edges for the same pressure value as for wedge, better effi
ciency is achieved but the edge length is greater. For long edges efficiency effects are very 
small. 
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The main conclusion drawn from the theoretical analysis states that the proposed 
method of shock wave intensity reduction by means of edge geometry modification is 
unexpectedly effective and worth further studies on the matter. 
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FIG. 4. Flow efficiency against trailing edge length. 

3. Experimental investigation 

The promising conclusion stated above, which is to be adopted for real flow, must 
be experimentally verified. 

The experiment was done in an injector supersonic wind tunnel. For this particular 
investigation it had to be adopted. A special nozzle was built. It is shown in Fig. 5. 

Throat 
99.0 

1133 

Throat 
142.0 

FIG. 5. Nozzle used for tests, 1 -steel box, 2- fibreglass layer, 3- poliuretane foam, 4- middle plate. 
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There is a flat middle plate dividing flowing stream. On both sides of it there are nozzles 

accelerating air to different speeds. On the extending end of the middle plate there is 

a special lock for trailing edge fitting. 
Six different shape edges were chosen for test (Fig. 6). First, a rect~ngular one, then 

a series of four different lengths wedge-like edges with thtJ last one having the fiat wall on 

the suction side, and one curved wall edge. 
The experiment was divided into two parts. 

Rectangular edge 

P3/P0=0.084 

Wedge-like edges 

Curved wall edge 

FIG. 6. Trailing edges chosen for tests. 

3.1. Part I 

The first part was devoted to an investigation of flow with a rectangular trailing edge. 

At the beginning it was important to verify the correctness of construction and the make 

of the nozzle. Mach numbers of exit streams were measured in two ways: 

by pressure measurements, 
by Mach angle measurements. 
Designed Mach numbers of exit streams were achieved within measurement error. 

The measurement of base pressure showed that its value is a bit lower than that taken 

from literature for calculations. Therefore, if the measured value was used for calculation, 

the curve for the rectangular edge in Fig. 3 would be lower and shock weakening effects 

would be greater. 
It is also essential to know whether the investigated flow is similar to the flow round 

the trailing edge of a transonic blade. This similarity can be judged from the value of 

boundary layer thickness related to trailing edge thickness. Total pressure distribution 

near the wall was measured, which allowed to determine boundary layer thickness (Fig. 7). 
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The measured value of the_ boundary layer to trailing edge thickness are of the same 
order of magnitude as given in literature [5]. This determines the similarity of the inves
tigated flow to the blade trailing edge flow. 
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FIG. 7. Total pressure distribution in boundary layer, H - distance, !5 1 - pressure side boundary 
layer thickness, !52 - suction side boundary layer thickness. 

A Schlieren picture of the investigated flow was taken and is shown in Fig. 8. 
The qualitative flow picture agrees well with model taken for theoretical analysis. 

All characteristic items of the flow topography are described in the picture. 
Theoretical results obtained for_ the measured base pressure value concerning dead 

flow area geometry, shock waves position and wake direction are plotted on the picture. 
Due to viscosity effects shock waves in real flow are generated ahead of the calculated 
position. As the distance from the trailing edge rises, the difference between the calcu
lated and observed in real flow shock position decrease. At some distance from the trailing 
edge these positions overlap. The calculated and observed in real flow wake direction 
agree very well. Summing up the first part of the experiment it should be pointed out 
that: 

the nozzle had been properly constructed and made hence so designed Mach numbers 
of exit streams were achieved, 

the base pressure in real flow is lower than the value taken from literature for calcu
lation, so better shock weakening effects should be expected in real flow, 
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FIG . 8. Real flow topography. 

expected flow topography was ob~erved in real flow, 
the investigated flow is similar to blade trailing edge flow, 

P. DoERFFER 

in the case of ordinary trailing edge the viscous effects cause shock generation ahead 
of the calculated position, but it is only for an area close to the trailing edge, at some 
distance calculated and observed shock position agree very well , 

theoretical and experimental wake direction agree very well. 

3.2. Part II 

The second part of the experiment concerned modified trailing edges. For each case 
a Schlieren picture was taken and the total pressure distribution in section at a 100 mm 
distance from the edge apex was measured. Since the comparison of theoretical and experi
mental results is similar for each case, onfy one example concerning the comparison of 
wave topography and pressure distribution will be presented. 

Figure 9 shows a real flow pi~ture with a modified trailing edge. 
The theoretical shock wave position and wake direction are plotted in the picture. 

Because of the boundary layer to wake transition in real flow, shock waves are generated 
a little ahead of the calculated position. This shift is very small, and calculated and ob
served waves are parallel to themselves. The observed wake direction agrees very well with 
the theoretical one. Two shock waves originating on the plate surface are caused by edge 
mounting, but they are very weak as they are parallel to Mach lines observed in exit streams. 

Figure 10 presents the comparison of measured and calculated total pressure distribu-
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FIG. 9. Flow with modified trailing edge (wedge like edge P 3 /p0 = 0.128). 
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FIG. 10. Total pressure distribution in test section (wedge like edge Ps!Po = 0.084). 
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tion in the test section. Horizontal segments of curves are connected with shock exi

stence. Good agreement of theoretical and experimental results is quite obvious even 
for shock wave position and intensity. This does not apply to the wake region although 

the wake axis position on the diagram is determined theoretically and agrees well with 

the measured wake position. 
The results of the second part of the experiment bring us to the following conclusion: 

for modified trailing edges excellent agreement of theoretical and experimental results 
was obtained. This is because no separation exis.ts on modified trailing edges. This means 

that an ideal gas model is good enough for the analysis presented above. 

Conclusion 

Presented here experimental results support theoretical conclusions. Hence the proposed 

method of energy loss reduction by means of shock waves weakening based on trailing 
edge geometry modification is effective and should be investigated further in cascade 

application. 
There is also one additional advantage of the method. Sharpening of the trailing edge 

as proposed here leads to wake narrowing, hence to wake loss reduction. This pheno

menon, however, was not a subject of presented investigation. 
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